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1. SDH and equity: central to global agendas, history  &
WHO global mandates

2. Global, Regional and Country achievements on SDH

3. SDGs and SDH: match or mismatch?



1. The centrality of SDH & equity
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“Medicine is a social science and politics is nothing else but
medicine on a large scale”

Rudolf Virchow (1821-1902).
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Dr Andrija STAMPAR, President of the
foundational WHA (1948)
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Inequalities are
killing on a
grand scale…

 The circumstances in which people
are born, grow up, live, work and
age, and the systems in place to
deal with illness.

 These circumstances are shaped
by a wider set of forces:
economics, social policies, and
politics (health system, one force).

 Largely responsible for
health inequities.

Commission on Social Determinants of Health
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Implementing the
Rio Political Declaration on SDH

1. To adopt better governance for
health and development: HiAP

2. To promote participation in
policy-making and implementation

3. To further reorient the health sector
towards reducing health inequities

4. To strengthen global governance and
collaboration

5. To monitor progress and increase
accountability
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2. Global achievements on SDH
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Improved political commitments

Social, economic and
environmental
determinants of health as
one of the 6 leadership
priorities
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Increased capacity building
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Mainstreaming SDH and equity in health
programmesPiloted in Indonesia

and EURO countries;
further piloting

planned

Meeting included
technical session on

scaling up SDH

SDH, incuding housing,
education, employment

and sanitation at the heart
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of the cooperation
agreement



Monitoring SDH

Multisectorial
consultation and

training to implement
UrbanHEART 2014
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Align social and environmental determinants
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Working across the UN
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3. SDGs and SDH: match or mismatch?



MDGs, SDGs and SDH: for debateMDGs, SDGs and SDH: for debate

 Equity focus weak in MDGs, stronger in SDGs and
central in SDH: a "Goal" or an overarching imperative?

 SDGs has expanded the (intermediate)SDH, but what
about the structural?

 Health much more than (title) Goal 3, but not explicit &
not measured: talking about health or disease?

 "Indivisibility" in SDG rhetoric but Mechanisms?
Measurements?: Fractioning & SILOS,  a risk?
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Thank you! Merci !
* * * * *

“No one should be denied access
to life-saving or health promoting
interventions for unfair reasons,
including those with economic or
social causes. ... When health is
concerned, equity really is a
matter of life and death.”

* * * * *

For further information:
www.who.int/social_determinants


